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‘In’ Campaign
Former Marks and Spencer boss Lord Stuart Rose launched the Britain Stronger in Europe campaign on 12 October.
Britain Stronger in Europe has focused on the business case for staying in, arguing the benefits are “ a stronger
economy, stronger security and stronger leadership on the world stage”. Rose is attempting to defuse the claim that
pro-Europeans are unpatriotic.
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How does a General Election actually work?

The Green Party and the Liberal Democrats are in favour of remaining in the EU. The Labour Party appears to have also
settled on staying in following newly elected leader Jeremy Corbyn’s decision, although groups such as Labour Leave
are campaigning for Brexit. Parliamentary system
The UK has a parliamentary system of democratic governance. Unlike presidential and
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‘Out’ Campaigns
There are two Eurosceptic campaigns, Vote Leave and Leave.EU. It will be up to the elections watchdog, the Electoral
Commission, to designate which of the groups will become the official "Leave" campaign. Organisations such as The
Bruges Group, Better Off Out, The Harrogate agenda, Campaign for an Independent Britain and Futurus favour leaving
the EU.
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Britain, stating that he believes that it is unlikely that Cameron will secure the reforms he seeks.
Party with most of the votes is invited by the Queen to form a government. If there is no
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coalition government means that two or more political parties agree to share power in
government. If that does not work out, new elections may be called.

EU membership referendum: The Campaigns
While Vote Leave states they will “negotiate a new
UK-EU deal based on free trade and friendly cooperation”, it is not
www.civitas.org.uk
clear what that will entail.
Leave.EU was formerly called The Know. Founded by UKIP donor Arron Banks, the Democracy Movement, Global
dfd
Britain and the Bruges Group are backing the campaign while the chair of Global Britain Richard Tice and entrepreneur
Jim Mellon are major Leave.EU ambassadors. Leave.EU has decided to focus on immigration, although it also raises
concerns about EU budget contributions, the supremacy of EU law and trade restrictions. If voters’ main concern is
immigration, joining the European Economic Area after Brexit will not be an option. Leave.EU plans to negotiate a
replacement trade deal with the EU, covering at least 90 per cent of trade.

Potential challenges
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How does a General Election actually work?

Some key figures have not yet declared a side, such as Prime Minister David Cameron and Mayor of London Boris
The UK is a liberal democracy. This means that we democratically elect politicians, who
Johnson. David Cameron is attempting to negotiate reforms to Britain’s relationship with the EU in four key are as:
represent our interests. It also involves that individual rights are protected.
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The ‘out’ campaigns will not change their stance on the EU if Cameron achieves his reforms, as they claim they are not
far reaching enough. The official government position is to defer reaching a position until negotiations are complete.
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controls on immigration, although it argues that statistical caps will prevent UK firms from recruiting on the
international jobs market. Appointed Prime Minister (or chancellor) as Head of Government and a monarch (or
ceremonial president) as Head of State.
Conservatives on both sides of the debate appear to have grasped the importance of the referendum and early
campaigning faster than Labour, which has been embroiled in its leadership election. Ukip MP Douglas Carswell has
chosen the Vote Leave campaign while Ukip party leader Nigel Farage has announced his support for both exit
campaigns.
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coalition government means that two or more political parties agree to share power in
government. If that does not work out, new elections may be called.

